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GROUND-WATER RESOURCES DATA OF
CHARLOTTE, DE SOTO, AND HARDEE COUNTIES, FLORIDA
By
M.I. Kaufman and N.P. Dion
INTRODUCTION
Charlotte, De Soto, and Hardee counties are east-southeast of
Tampa in west-central peninsular Florida, figure 1. In order to
plan the future water-resource development of the area, information
about the water resources is needed. To meet this need, the Water
Resources Division of the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation
with the Peace River Basin Board of the Southwest Florida Water
Management District as part of the statewide cooperative program
with the Division of Geology, Florida Board of Conservation, began
a continuing hydrologic data collection program in July, 1963, as
an initial step in the investigation and evaluation of the ground-
water resources of Hardee and De Soto counties. A similar hydro-
logic data program commenced in Charlotte County in July, 1964.
Previous work in Hardee and De Soto counties included a
one year reconnaissance by the Division of Water Resources and
Conservation, Florida Board of Conservation, which concluded in
June, 1963, and resulted in a hydrologic report (Woodard, 1964).
As an outgrowth of the hydrologic data program, a Map Series
report portraying the chemical character of water in the Floridan
aquifer in the southern Peace River basin was prepared in 1967
(Kaufman and Dion).
The data contained herein constitute the basis for the Map
Series report. Additional selected data, including records of wells
and chemical analyses,, on the ground-water resources of the three
county area are also included and are published to make the data
available.
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Figure 1. Location of area investigated.
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WELL-NUMBERING SYSTEM
The well-numbering system used in this report is that of the
Water Resources Division of the U.S. Geological Survey and is
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based on a one-second grid of parallels of latitude and meridians
of longitude, in that order.
The well number is a composite of two numbers separated by
the letter N. The first part .consists of six digits; the two digits
of the degrees, the two digits of the minutes, and the two digits
of the seconds of latitude. The N. refers to "north" latitude.
The second part consists of seven digits; the three digits of the
degrees, the two digits of the minutes, and the two digits of the
seconds of longitude. If more than one well lies within a one-
second grid, the wells are numbered consecutively; and this number
is placed at the end of the well number following the decimal.
Therefore, the well number defines the latitude and the longitude
on the south and east sides of a one-second quadrangle in which
the well is located.
Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating the well-numbering system.
For example, the designation 275134N0815220.1 indicates that
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Figure 2. Diagram illustrating the well-numbering system.
4 DIVISION OF GEOLOGY
this is the first well inventoried in the one-second rid bounded by
latitude 2 70 5 1 ' 3 4 " on the south and longitude 81 52'20" on the
east.
HYDROLOGIC DATA
The data contained herein consist of hydrologic records col-
lected during the first two years of the investigation. The location
of inventoried wells is shown on figure 3. The relation between
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Figure Location of wells in CharlotteDe Soto and Hardee counties
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Figure 3. Location of wells in Charlotte, De Soto, and Hardee counties
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specific conductance and total dissolved solids of water in the
Floridan aquifer is shown by figure 4 and can be used to estimate
the dissolved solids (mineral content) of water when only a speci-
fic conductance measurement is available. Records of wells are
given by table 1, and chemical analyses and temperature of ground
water are shown in table 2. In order to facilitate the location of
wells by the user, a well number-well location key, which relates
the latitude and longitude well number to the township and range
grid system, is given in table 3. Table 4 shows the change in
static water-level, yield, temperature, and sulfate content with
depth of a well in southwestern De Soto County.
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Figure 4. Relation between specific conductance and total dissolved
solids of water in the Floridan aquifer.
This report was prepared under the direct supervision of J.W.
Stewart, Hydrologist-in-Charge of the U.S. Geological Survey,
Tampa field office, and under the general supervision of C. S.
Conover, District Chief, Water Resources Division, U.S. Geological
Survey, Tallahassee, Florida.
I.
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Table I, . IICOM•D orF WL.4 IN CHABLO•TE, Di 8oo7, IKANDE AND MANATEE COUNTI ES
WELL NUMBERs1 *e figure for eSpliMton of well-numbering systHm, CHEMICAL ANALYSES AVAILABLE: C, completse J, chlorlde and condautancei K, coa4uct.
OWMIUIIIPi F, Federal Oovernent i M, otty; N, company or corporationj P, private; aonei L, ohloride.
5, Slate aogeOy, MANOG OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTB IN PART8 PER MILLION (ppmr) Iront 0, 0.00-0,08;DEPTH OF7 LLs To nearest foot, 1, 0.00-0,)1 3. 0.11-0,30: 3, 0.31-0.50. Sulphate; 0-10; 1, 11-h5 9, 6-.00WILL FINlWt X, open hole in aquifer, aassd to aquifer 3 51 , -100; 4 101-160; 5, 151.300: 8, 201-520; 1, 251-o00; 8, 580t1000; , more than
OERO00 PAILLWD
1  
C, cable-tool; H, hydraultl rotary 1000. Chloride; 0. 0-10: 1, 11-35: 2, 36.100: 3, 101.90; 4, 21-5.001 5, 601-1000:
TTY OF PUMP; C, centrifuga;l N, none; T, turbine; Z, other. 6, 1001-8000: 7, 1001-5000! 8, 5001-30000. Hardnesol 3, 51-1001 4, 101.160;
USE OF WATT II , domestO91 I, trrigation: o, stock; U, unused, 5, 151-.00o 4, 301-300; 7. 301.-00 8, 501-1000l0 9, more than 1000, Speatflo conduct-AQUIFR:! IF Floridan, cnca: 9, 151.300: 3, 101-500; 4, 501-1000; 5, 1001-3000; 6, o001.60001 7, bo)01.Ol00IATITUD 0 F LAND SURFACEs To nearest foot above mean sea level, 8, 10001-30000; 9, ore than 10000o.
VATE LIYEILI To nearest foot, Date of measureent tncludes month and year,
Casing Alti- water level gpe-
tude Yield Period Cbhe- cilia Tm-Well Oner- Tear Depth Well Meth- Type Use Aqut- land Above(+) (al- Draw- of Leal Iron Sul- Chlo- Hard. BOB- per-
number abip con- of Depth Dia- fin- od of of fern surface or be- Date lone down dis- anal- (Fe) fate ride noe duet- a-ple- well (feet) mter ish drill- pump water above low(-) of per (ooeet) charge yses ppo (804) (Cl) anoe tureted (n- ed mean land mess- min- (hours) avail- ppm pip (micro- ('F)bche) sea surface ure- ute) able thog atlevel (feet) ment 25 0C)
CHARLOTTE COUNTY
2s648bw0820218.1 P 930 86 N I iF 10 +31 8-57 270 J 86 8 S284830B020218.1 P 450 1 X N I 1i 10 +28 5-65 380 L 8224'71830860218.1 P 730 6 X N I 17 10 +20 11-86 240 L 82S34811110815158.1 f 1963 620 199 B X N U 17 2 500 J 6 6 903249110820118.1 P 1983 8 x C N I 17 17 +28 8-65 300 L 6 6 E8364923N1080137.1 P 1945 1900 848 20 X H N U 1F 9 +33 10-57 2750 C 0 9 8 9 9 96
3650300815851.1 p 1947 556 210 4 X N H 17 23 +22 5-65 265 C 0 7 5 a8 84865050i0820044.1 I 1953 1200 200 6 X N I 17 16 +23 8-57 L 8 8 88S26 1170820117.1 P 1944 1300 8 X N U 17 7 +43 8-87 375 C 0 7 8 9 6 8726,' i27 8 0814310.1 N 60 6 X 17 35 C 0 2 2 5 4 82
.682470815888.1 P 485 4 X N I IF 21 +25 5-65 375 L 6 6 886 , 52510820110.1 P 830 185 6 X U 1P 10 C 7 6 8 6 85
2653010820088.1 P 1937 500 4 X H 17 12 +29 10-57 L 6 6 78286307S0814532.1 N 1946 620 6 x Z 8 1i 40 L 5 643653800820121.1 P 1983 600 6 X H 17 8 +35 5-49 L 6S253810820044.1 P 1924 650 6 X N U 11 7 +28 8-65 115 L 6 7 88
; 2865343M0818935.1 6 N I 1 21 +23 5-65 440 L 6 6 84S,2 8540710820110.1 P 1945 640 180 4 X N I 1I 10 +32 5-65 250 C 7 6 8 6 84
286541506280023.1 P 1100 6 X N I 1 19 +25 8-57 600 L 0 852654181OB20130.1 19235 850 6 X H 17 8 C 0 4 4 8 5 79268843810820287.1 P 1929 505 192 6 X a 1I 6 60 L 628544810820148.1 240 240 4 X B 1i 5 +6 10-49 1 C 0 1 3 4 4 792654511308158969. 1943 705 216 6 X U 17 20
:26550910820213.1 P 960 6 X N H 1r 6 +37 5-49 J 6
265513N0814758.1 P 835 170 4 X N 5 1F 40 +10 5-65 135 L . 6 852'5252130815818. 1 P 720 8 X N 8 i1 26 +24 10-57 375 L 5 86265534110820251.1 N 1934 520 X U 1F 6 +35 12-65 220 J 6 6 83
is265552e020223 1 P 1924 600 5 X N H 17 7 +31 9-57 100 L 7 84
*, 6555iHS 01408.1 P 605 158 6 X N 8 1i 39 +9 4-49 118 L 4 5 84
'; 26580211082029.1 H 600 8 X N 1F 5 +20 2-24 1200 C 1 8 6 9 7 82
Table 1. -- RECORDS O WELLS IN CHARLOTTE, DE SOTO, HARDEE AND MANATEE COUNTIES -- Continued
Casing Alti- Water level Spe-
tude Yield Period Chem- cific, Tea-
Well Owner- Year Depth Well Meth- Type Use Aqui- land Above(+) (gal- Draw- of ieal Iron Sul- Chlo-Hard- con- per-
number ship com- of Depth Dia- fin- od of of ferm surface or be- Date lons down dis- anal- (Fe) fate ride nnes duct- a-
pe- well (feet) meter ish drill- pump water above low(-) of per (feet) charge yses ppm (804) (Cl) ance ture
ted (in- ed mean land . meas- min- (hours) avail- ppm ppn (mitro- ('F)
ches) sea surface ure- ute) able bhos at
level (feet) moet 256C)
S ' , RECORD OF WELLS IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY, CONTINUED
.26856130821745.1 P 238 4 X N 8 18 10 200 L 7 *'77
265618(0815440.1 N 632 170 6 X N U 1F 27 300 L 5 84
265621N0821212.1 P 1470 930 8 X U 17 4 +23 10-40 300 C 0 7 7 9 7 80
2066230N820237.1 P 246 165 4 X H 1H 4 +4 10-49 C 0 2 3 6 5 77
265647N0815846.1 P 1951 951 200 6 X N I IF 21 +30 7-57 200 L 5 84
: 66480814752.1 P 527 6 X N S 1F 40 +9 12-56 2a J 4 5 83
266481086Z147.1 P 1964 975 156 8 X N I F17 32 +19 5-65 500 J 5 6 85
S.260564e9081561.1 P 1982 1597 400 6 X N S 1I 23 +30 7-57 150 J 5 6 '87
Sdsbb6Cn081s544.1 P 195s 670 180 6 X N S 1F 21 +29 7-57 40 J3 6 .8
' 265850N0815838.1 P 1960 '870 220 4 X N I 1F 21 +26 5-65 250 J 4 5 84
" 265668i1081919.1 P 1952 580 200 6 X N I IF 15 +37 7-57 300 L 6 82
265657N0815551.1 P 1964 655 205 6 X N I 17 20 +25 5-65 300 J 5 6 83
*26565610014957.1 P 872 235 6 X N 5 .IF 35 +17 10-49 265 C 0 7 5 8 6 87
205701N0820046.1 N 1925 630 6 X N U 1F 2 +46 5-65 600 J 6 6 84
25724N0820347.1 P 1945 185 4 X P H 1H 4 +6 10-49 C 0 8 4 7 5 78
265732N10814746.1 P 1949 1127 151 8 X C 5 1F 38 300 L 6 87
.26574410820411.1 P 500 4 X H 1F 6 +7 2-65 J 6 6 76
265805081522.;1 P 700 240 4 X N I IF 10 +40 4-49 265 J 5 6 82
,20580N08620 68.1 P 1952 388 300 6 X N 8 1F 6 +36 3-65 1100 C 0 6 9 7 865
285814)0815838.1 P 1945 600 200 6 x N I IF 7 +44 10-49 150 C 2 7 5 8 6 83 0
'265828N0815747.1 P 1947 186 184 2 X H 1H 6 +23 10-49 C 0 2 4 7 5 78 6
265829N0815722.1 P 1964 620 147 4 X N 8 1F 12 +29 5-65 150 J 5 6 85
260831N0815722.1 P 1950 500 6 X N I 1F 10 +36 7-57 150 L 5 86
S2656338N0815302.1 P 1962 653 142 4 X N I 1F 16 +33 5-65 290 J 5 6 86
265 N6Oa15627.1 P 500 132 6 X I IF 15 +24 4-49 250 C 6 5 8 6 82
2658868N081612.1 P 1961 770 192' 4 X I 1F 12 +33 5-65 250 J 5 6 83
'265842108i4148.1 N 1965 1310 715 16 X C T I 1F 54 -3 5-65 3000 28 C 7 5 8 6
2'68919N0815402.1 P 1934 400 100 6 X N H 1 16 +16 10-49 100 C 1 5 5 7 6 78
S265922N0814148.1 N 740 94 8 X C N U IF 54 -3 1-66
265932N0681432.1 P 6 X N I 22 +27 5-65 560 J 5 6 80
S26895N0814247.1 N 1966 585 61 8 X C 1 1F 49 J 5 6 84
S270031N0814539.1 P 350 100 4 X N 8 1H 40 +12 10-49 130 C 0 1 2 6 4 62
27004860820847.1 P 325 6 X C H 1H 12 C 0 2 4 7 5 80
270106N0821034.1 N 475 6 X H IF 12 +12 10-49 5 C 0 6 5 8 6 77
S270107N0814258.1 P 590 45 4 X N I 1F 45 +7 12-63 J 4 5 80
270138N0821145.1 N 108 2 X 5 1H 12 +11 2-65 50 J 6 6 78
, , tCO
Table I, -, HCCOf1 or W1I.UL IN CHAHIrMfi, f SUVT# HARIKN AND I•NATIR COUNHTre . Conln4rde
0
Casing Altti, iter level a
tude Yitld Pertod ChIm- aOttl Te.
Weal Owner- Year Depth Well Nith- Type Use Aqu- land Above(+) (gal- Draw- of tcml Iron Sul- Chlo- ard- eon. per-
uhmber hip con- of Depth Dl- fin- od of of fr surface or be- Date lons dows n e- snal- (Fe) fate ride anss duet- -
ple- 1ell (feat) etr tsh drill- pump water above low () of per (feet) charge ye ppe (004) (Cl) as tur
ted (in- *d mein lnQd mes-* am- (bours) avail- pp ppe (alOro. ( F)
obes) sea surface ure- ute) able bo sat
level (feet) meat 25C)
DE3~0 COUNTY
27053123080244.1 P 197 819 97 6 x N IF 27 +17 10-62 350 C 6 4 7 5 s0
27053001543901 610 151 5 X N 5 IF 34 +17 1- 07 5  L 3
170335081470331 P 1962 1211 685 12 X T I IF 42 +13 10-62 1100 C 6 2 7 4 83
270347108115783 P 1910 460 1g9 a x N a IF 20 +28 5-65 12 C 2 1 3 5 4 80
37041130830106. P 1957 568 65 6 x 1F 31 +16 5-65 350 J 3 6 80
270413081474091 P 460 112 6 X N U 1F 47 +4 6-36 15 C 1 3 2 6 4 81
3704420814943.1 P 1189 640 12 x T I 1F 47 7-64 2500 C 1 4 3 7 4 6
27054050815737.1 1964 1000 T7 10 X C I IF 37 +15 8-64 1130 C 1 7 3 7 4 5
270T570811439.1 N 1964 1070 82 12 X C T I IF 45 -1 1-68 625 C 0 5 2 7 4 81
270744108150301 P 1953 317 69 4 X N IF 41 +12 11-57 8s L 2 60
27075911015034.1 P 418 77 6 X N I IF 41 +2 12-57 75 L 2 79
270803011842.1 P 1957 520 4 X I 1F 17 +31 1-64 140 L 3 78
S70•S106081413.1 8 1960 565 70 12 X T H 17 54 400 x 4 82
370810814811.1 5 1942' 08 150 8 X C IF 54 400 L 2
7081408L4811.1 8 1941 535 167 6 X C C H 17 54 -5 5-65 280 C 5 2 7 4
3708645B014465.1 1964 675 300 12 . T I 1F 53 1500 K 5 83
O70911X0816329.1 P 800 6 X I 1F 40 +3 11-57 C 2 6 2 7 5
27091231081040.1 595 8 X T I 1F 46 +2 10-57 7 L 2 80
270921i0815234.1 N 612 60 a Z IF 47 +2 11-57 L 2 78
27031X081i5328.1 P 1961 1500 180 8 X T I 1F 46 600 C 1 7 3 8 5 87
3709220816357.1 452 6 X x I 1F 46 -6 5-65 100 L 2 81
27092130815237.1 1920 245 52 8 x C 2 48 +4 11-57 200 L 2 78
270932N0815040.1 P 804 80 8 X I 1F 46 +6 9-57 250 L 3 81
2711020815208.1 P 300 80 4 X N 8 1F 45 +5 11-57 110 L 2 77
271113s0815521 1 N 1964 1107 123 12 X T I 17 54 -2 6-64 C 2 7 2 8 4
27112•0815712.1 P 1960 820 144 10 X C N I 1F 45 +7 8-65 145 J 2 4 84
2714530814648.1 P 433 428 12 x C I 1F 58 -7 8-62 L 2 76
271156X0814839.1 P 327 43 6 X N U 1P 57 -8 1-64
2713203X081405.1 N 1964 1500 12 X T I 1F 01 -3 5-65
271207n0815711.1 P 1965 1100 133 10 X C I 1F 45 + 8-65 450 J 2 4 84
Table 1. -- RECORDS OP WELLS IN CHARLOTTEM DS SOTO, HARDE AND MANATEB COUNTIES -- Continued
Casing Alti- Water level Spe-
tude Yield Period Chea- cific Tem-
SWell Owner- Year Depth Well Meth- Type Use Aqut- land Above() (gal- Draw- of ical Iron Sul- Chlo- Bard- con- per-
number ship com- of Depth Dia- fin- od of of fers surface or be- Date Ions down die- anal- (Fe) fate ride nees duct- a-
pie- well (feet) meter ish drill- pump water above low(-) of per (feet) charge yres pp (804) (Cl) ance ture
ted (in- ed mean land meas- min- (hours) avail- ppm ppa (micro- (*)
C' ches) sea surface ure- ute) able ahos at
level (feet) ment 25'C)
RECORD OF WELLS IN DESOTO COUNTY, CONTINUED
2712a08N820253.1 P 390 4 X 5 F1 40 +2 6-57 L 2 74
271160820042.1 P 337 6 X N U 1F 45 +1 2-57 1 L 2 . 77
271219(0814017.1 8 1941 514 8 X T H 1F 75 500 C 1 7 2 7 4 80
2712280N814008.1 8 811 8 X T H 76 -24 6-64 400 L 2
271233N0814809.1 P 1929 258 94 2 X C H 67 -13 6-57 L 2
271240N0815358.1 P 1945, 480 8 X T I 1F 56 600 C 1 0 2 6 4 T7
271246N081422.1 P 13 8 X T I 1F 72 -20 8-65
2712580815358.1 P 1948 525 6 X T I 1F 87 -8 6-64 350 C 0 1 2 6 4
271307N0815226.1 M 200 4 X P IF 32 +10 6-62 10 J 2 4 77
2713081O0815225.13 1964 250 83 10 X P 1F 30 +6 1-65 125 100 7 C 1 4 2 7 4
271308N0815228.1 1 1925 366 263 8 X P 1F 22 170 C 1 5 2 7 4 78
271310N0815224.1 M 1930 390 327 12 X T P IF 32 +23 7-42 C 7 2 8 4 80
271314,0814459.1 N 1962 1412 030 16 X C T I 1F 68 -15 62 4200 C 0 7 2 7 4 89
271817N0815359.1 P. 1957 1100 120 8 X C I IF 51 -5 4-57 500
27133N0815213.1 M 227 78 6 X T P F1 43 -1 9-64 C 2 1 2 6 4 78
27135610814532.1 P 1962 1418 470 12 X C T I IF 71
271406N0814920.1 P 1964 1535 630 2 X T I 1F 66 2000 C 2 7 1 7 4
2714910N815414.1 P 900 82 10 X C I 1F 52 +2 1-64 450 L 2
271430814951.1 P 451' 120 8 X S 1F 65 750 C 0 3 2 6 4 79
271438N0815128.1 P 1410 900 8 X T I IF 67 500 C 0 8 1 8 5 83
271550N814252.1 P 1962 1488 432 12 X T I IF 83 C 2 3 2 . 6 4 7
2716180N815905.1 P 1950 1260 71 8 X N I 1F 59 -9 11-65 L 1
2716260814712.1 P 1960 1500 450 12 X T I 1F 77 2500 C 2 7 1 7 4 84
27164310815059.1 P 1957 255 48 6 X I 1F 38 +16 8-57 60 L 78
271659081n 04.1 P 1957 319 63 6 X N I 1F 60 0 8-57 L 2
271708N0815052.1 P 257 47 4 X N I 1F 29 +19 8-57 7. L 1 77
271717N0815226.1 N 1964 893 511 12 X T I 1F 62 C 1 8 1 8 5
277171N081502.1 P 1957 330 63 6 X I 1F 52 +7 8-57 100 L 78
271723N0815156.1 N 1275 500 12 X T I IF 1 8 L 1
271724N0815227.1 P 1009 450 12 x T I 1F 62 1400 C 1 a 1 8 4 83
271834N0815304.1 P 1963 1290 83 12 X T I 1F 72 -22 6-63 2100 K 5 80
272012H0814823.1 P 471 137 6 X N U f1 61 -18 5-65
272013N0815759.1 P 1957 1100 12 X T I 1F 73 -21 1-64 J 1 6 87
Teble I. - RBCORDS OP VWLLS IN CHARLOTTE, DI OTO, HARDEE AND IANATEE COUNTIES -- Conltined
Caung Alti- Water level ape,tude Ylield Period Che- oC$ 1 To-
ell Owner- Year Depth Well NMth- Type Use Aqut- luad Above(+) (gal- praw- of lSI Iron lul- hlo-Hard- o 0n per
number ship coM- of Depth DiM- fin- od of of tter surface or be- Date loan down dim- ssl- (Fe) fate ride nrss dust- a-ple- well ($ea) meter hob drill- pmp water above low(-) of per ( test) charge yses pr (a80) (CI) uce tureted (in- ed mea lIad ess- mim- (hours) avail- pp ppe (atoro- (*')
chee) se surface ure- ute) abler boa at
level (feet) meat 250C)
MAwDUn COUNTY
37 30•IXQiMi08,1 P 1965 1341 96 13 X C I 11 79 1600 36
2733385NI04785.1 P 760 a I N 11 51 +8 11-62 C 1 8 1 7 4 10l73I441081571.l1 P 1956 1202 230 13 X C T I 1 91 -33 9-s5 J 1 3 773723471080347.1 p 1096 870 180 6 x T I IF 90 -21 2-633784910814744.1 P 1964 116 60 13 X T I 1 84 1300 J 1 4 me27338650820315.1 P 1962 1234 10 T I 17 65
7341310816742.1 P X T I 17 87 -855 -65 1170 K 4 7673433110815880.1 8 1984 781 10 10 x T II 89 -33 1-64 600 J 1 4 127342340814707.1 P 1957 1858 80 10 I T I 1 75 -11 4-57 1400
23724411081473.1 P 1957 930 173 6 X T I F1 76 -16 3-57 600
373440830152.1 P 960 10 X I 11 75 C 0 4 1 7 4 7827345I 0820302.1 P 1955 754 10 101 I T I I 74 -35 s L 1 78 o
P. V26300i148.1  1962 834 198 12 X T I F1 87 -34 8-62
.3'38551~0156.1 P 1956 900 130 10 I T I 7 81 -45 5-5 J 1 4 833735708118362.1 1963 1080 385 12 T I 1 84 -4 8-63
27270108139494- P 1948 638 320 6 X T I 7 0 -19 13-63 L 13727030814808.1 P 1134 132 10 X T I 1i 67 -8 12-6337272410814739.1 1963 1175 89 1 X T I 11 72 -12 12-63 1700 36 8 j 1 4
3737• 6814235s.1 P 198 107 1 17 3 T r 17 65 +7 10-23 230 C 3 1 6 3 8327284110818617.1 P 13 108 10 8 1 13 X I IF 90 -14 10-63 1600 26 8 J 0 372917301820210.1 P 1956 1155 89 8 X T I 1F 8 -42 86 L 1 8
.27293360814388.1 P 1957 575 40 8 I 1 80 +2 5-57 L 1S2729350 014113.1 P 1962 733 137 8 X T I IF 74
27293910814538.1 P 1956 573 42 6 X T I 17 95 -27 86 L 1
372942014749.1 40 180 4 X C P 17 33 100 C 6 1 7 4 7827295830814816.1 p 639 21 6 X N a 1F 89 +7 1-64 12 C 0 5 1 7 4 7727300810818013.1 P 1956 837 100 8 X T I 17 98 750 L 1 75373020N0814910.1 P 1956 1100 6 X T I 17 111 550 L 17302890819228.1 P 1956 1220 200 12 X T I 17 106 -36 4-57 300027304050818419.1 P 617 110 8 X T I 17 109 -48 9-65 350 J 1 3 82
Table 1. -- RECORDS OP WELLS IN CHARLOTTE, DE SOTO, HARDEE AND MANATEE COUNTIES -- Continued
Casing Alti- Water level Spe-
tude Yield Period Chem- cific Tem-
Well Owner- Year Depth Well Meth- Type Use Aqul- land Above(+) (gal- Draw- of ieal Iron Sul- Chlo- Hard- con- per-
number . ship com- of Depth Dia- fin- od of of fers surface or be- Date lons down die- anal- (Fe) fate ride ness duct- a-
ple- well (feet) meter ish drill- pump water above low(-) of per (feet) charge yses ppm (504) (Cl) ance ture
ted (in- ed mean land meas- min- (hours) avail- ppm ppm (micro- ("F)
chel) sea surface ure- ute) able lhoe at
level (feet) ment 25oC)
RECORD OP WELLS IN HARDEE COUNTY, CONTINUED
273103N0813637.1 P 849 66 6 X C N 8 1F 70 +11 11-65 60 C 1 0 4 2 78
27312060815219.1 P 1957 1060 200 12 X T I 1F 107 -40 57 1800 L 1
S2731220814425.1 P 1955 925 320 10 X I 1i 100 -32 55 L 1 78
27315650814514.1 P 1955 267 39 6 X N U IF 100 -49 5-65
2732050814330.1 P 658 212 6 X N 1 1F 102 -26 8-62
273220N0814932.1 P 547 110 6 X N I 1F 97 -28 1-64
27323510814357.1 P .847 10 X T I IF 116 -35 3-57 L 1 80
273201N0814808.1 M 1963 1103 404 16 X T P 1F 64 +6 7-63 1900 22 24 C 0 6 0 7 4 85
'27325280814028.1 P 1956 789 275 8 X T I 1F 122 -44 6-56 650 L 1 80
273253N0814809.1 M 1934 970 323 10 X T P IF 73 600 K 4 80
273254N0814811.1 N 732 6 X T P 1F 76 300 C 0 5 0 6 . 4 76
727338710818933.1 P 1119 178 10 X T I IF 91 -10 1-64 L 1 77
2738460N813886.1 P 1947 580 78 10 X T I 1F 84 -3 12-56 L 0 80 -
.. 2733460814847.1 P 1952 1377 10 X T I 1F 117 -37 52 650 L 1 78
''27841130820250.1 P 1957 1062 82 12 X N U 1F 127 -80 5-65 2000 68 5 C 0 0 0 5 3
273421(0813614.1 P 1952 1172 128 12 X C I 1F 91 -8 6-63 1500 L 0 78
27343410813719.1 P 1946 750 6 X C I IF 77 +12 4-57 C 0 0 0 3 2 80
273530N0820053.1 P 1962 965 124 12 X T I 17 122 -63 1-63 1760 C 1 1 1 5 3 77
27338N0815115.1 P 1951 1139 248 12 X T I 1F 125 -42 2-51 1000
2738545N815702.1 N 19856 930 200 10 X T I 1F 122 -47 8-56 L 1 0
2735470815614.1 P 950 0 1 12 X T I 1F 111 J 1 3 76
273548M0815601.1 P 580 100 4 X C I 1F 110 50 L 1 74
278603N0815229.1 P 1957 985 239 12 X T I 1F 108 -35 2-87 1900
273610N0814912.1 P 1957 570 119 10 X T I 1F 108 -32 8-57 660 L 1 78
278614N0814852.1 P 1951 536 87 8 X T I IF 99 -25 8-56 L 1 78
;273618n0815028.1 P 1946 335 100 8 X T I IF 123 -50 . 4-57 L 1 76 Z
273820N0815838.1 P 810 10 X T I 1F 125 -80 10-62
27382210814909.1 P 1957 580 100 10 X T I IF 110 -38 1-57 L 1 80
27382230814925.1 P 1956 648 6 X T I 1F 110 -28 5-56
273638N0814844.1 P 1964 1082 278 12 X I IF 115 -36 2-64 L 78
M '
hbleo 1. -- RMCIRD 0o WELL IN CHAHLORTr DE SOTO, HARDhW AND MANAYU COUNTTIS , . Contlnued
Cantag Alti- Water level *pe
tude Yeld Period Chin- attic Te-
We0) Oaer- Tear Depth Well eth- Type• Us* Aqut- luad Above(*) (gl- Draw- of tcol Iron aul- Chio-lBrd- con- per-
number itp coe- of Depth Dis- fIa- od of of fers urface or be- Date lono down dis- mtl- (rF) fate ride seM dupt- a-
ple- vell (feet) meter tab drill- pump water above low(-) of per (feet) charge yesI pIm ) 506) (Cl) aeo ture
ted (ta- ad mea lead seas- Mla- (bour s ) avatl- pp pIp (stcro- (*r)
bche) sea murface ure- ute) able ubom at
level (feet) ment 250C)
RECORD OF WELL8 IN HARDlS CONTT, CONTINMUD
3I701us3I10.I P 1903 88 164 12 x W I IF 104 -31 1-64 1700 10
737lOMa515 ,1 P 1957 44 248 10 1 T I 17 121 -42 3-67 L 1
S27S9M3 4348,1 P 1963 1100 a x T I li 124 -48 12-62 L 2
37l1MOi49037.1 1962 1027 3 I 12 X T P it 118 1800 l 4 3
2IaISIUMMU 4 P 1908 1010 138 10 T I 1I 116 -28 8-82 1300
aT7B23mND434.1 380 300 4 I T P i1 122 200
a3T 3MaI049. U 690 300 6 T P 11 -5B 6-64 480 K 3  7 8
273U2 10l030.1 X 1955 354 90 6 x T I 1r 119 S00 L 1 77
278834041447.1 P 860 8 I T I 11 122 -46 1-83 C 0 5 1 7 4 28
. € MANATEX COUXTY
.o,2CaDM048i, p 1213 14 12i E C I Ir -40 "7-63 1800o c " I 1 7 4 77
273054080a17.1 P 1901 1135 90 12 X C T 8 1i -57 61 1800 C 0 0 1 5 3 77
:27t3008020381.1 P 1959 1178 180 12 X T I If 118 C 3 3 1 8 3 79
111
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Table 8I-Cheatoia Analysr an4d Temperature of Grouod Water
(Notel Type-, pumped) 4, Collected frol Splgot) 9, lowing well.
Source-i, U,8, Oeologtcal Surveyi 6, Privatel 7, Bducational)
Chemical analyses, In parts per million, except specific conductance, pH, and color
Spoiftlo Diesolved Hardnes 58
conduct- solids 0
T ance Tea- Mag- PoC Car- Non- U
W*el Date Y (maoro- per- Cal- no- tea- Biear- bon- Chlo- Fluo- Ni- Residue Cal- Calaciu, car- a
nuber of P shos ature Silica oLum alum Sodium slum bonate at* Sulfate ride ride trate Iron at ou- asne- bon- Col- 0
oollection aB t 25'C) pH ('?) (810,) (Cs) (M) (Na) (K) (HCOD) (CO,) (804) (Cl) (F) (NOs) (Fe) 180'C lated alue  ate or
CHARILTD E COUNTY
Floridan Aquifer
26493310890137.1 13-23-64 9 53100 7.8 96 8,9 639 1070 10400 385 131 0 2660 18700 1.4 89 .00 - 34000 1330 6220 5 1
26503020818851.1 10-11-49 - 3370 7,5 84 - 70 94 505 - 144 -- 65 895 1.0 .5 .00 - 1900 560 443 5 1
5 817X080117,1 10-14-49 - 4590 8.2 87 -- 186 141 584 - 136 - 298 1340 .8 .2 .02 -- 620 1040 932 15 1
653370834310,1 10-18-49 - 784 7.6 82 - 22 34 96 - 298 - 31 87 1.8 .0 .00 - 419 195 0 15 186558810830110,1 - -50 9 4050 7,8 85 -- 187 114 600 - 115 - 312 1291 - - - - 2560 935 841 - 7
26540750830110.1 - -50 9 4220 7.4 84 - 182 105 465 - 87 - 259 1099 - - - - 2160 886 814 -- 7
26541890830130,1 10.14-49 -- 1620 7,7 79 - 103 0 121 -- 161 -- 11 365 1.5 .2 .02 - 850 512 380 35 1
02660210802859.1 03-21-24 - A6200 - 82 16 238 159 895 14 127 -- 502 1800 - .08 3900 3690 1250 1140 -- 1
S'26850231Q833.1 10-17-49 - 7310 7.6 0 -- 224 126 1230 -- 46 - 412 2320 .7 .5 -- 4340 1080 1040 10 1
2665080814957.1 10-18-49 - 3410 7,3 87 - 138 102 428 - 121 - 392 918 .6 .2 - 1940 764 664 15 1
"65505X0830358.1 04-05-65 9 5800 7.6 85 17 216 150 800 23 134 - 534 1600 1,2 .0 .00 4040 3410 1160 1050 0 1
30581410816838.1 10-17-49 - 3510 8.1 83 - 132 109 442 - 81 - 318 950 .6 .2 - 1980 778 711 5 1
. s658370815627.1 - -50 9 A2800 7.3 82 - 124 75 357 - 77 - 205 787 - - - 1975 1584 618 555 - 7
268849N0814148.1 00-05-66 1 3980 8.0 - 10 133 93 514 14 108 0 373 966 .6 .1 - -- 160 714 626 5 1
.65919X0815402.1 10-17-49 -- 2310 7.6 78 - 66 70 285 - 130 -- 198 555 . .2 .1 - 1245 477 370 15 1 ,
.7010610821034.1 10-17-49 - 2630 8.2 77 - 114 91 303 - 185 - 218 662 1.8 .5 - . - 1480 659 507 5 1
Hawthorn Aquifer
65"4810820148.1 10-14-49 - 604 8.3 79 - 24 22 85 - 134 10 12 136 1.5 .5 .2 - 350 150 40 5 1
065063X0820237.1 10-12-49 - 1030 7.5 77 - 61 30 98 - 184 - 30 218 .6 .0 - - 830 276 124 10 1
.'2657240820347.1 10-11-49 - 1100 7.7 78 -- 76 44 72 - 168 -- 26 255 1.2 .0 - - 557 370 233 5 1
'965818#0818747.1 10-17-49 - 1480 7.4 78 - 77 51 129 - 119 - 38 385 1.1 .8 .02 - 740 402 224 5 1
'ý70031N0814539.1 10-18-49 - 665 7.6 82 - 33 31 56 -- 246 -- 4 72 1.3 .5 .05 - 340 210 - 20 1
S27004808208147.1 10-17-49 4 1800 80 80 - 95 54 180 -- 219 - 31 450 1.2 .5 - - 920 459 280 5 1
SA Approximate; computed from specific conductance - total dissolved solids relation curve (see figure 4).
' ' ·
* .
Table 2.-Chemical Analyses and Tomporature of Ground Wator--Continued
(Note: Type-1, pumped; 4, Collected from Spigot; 9, Flowing well.
Source-i, U.S. Geological Survey; 3, Florida State Board
of Health; 6, Private; 7, Educational)
Chemical analyses, in parts per million, except specific conductance, pH, and color
specific Dissolved Hardness 8
conduct- solids 0
T ance Tem- Mag- Po- Car- Non- U
Well ., Date Y (micro- per- Cal- ne- tas- Bicar- bon- Chlo- Fllo- Ni- Residue Cal- Calcium, car- R
number of P mhos aturo Silica oium sium Sodium sium bonato ate Sulfate ride ride trate Iron at cu- magne- bon- Col- C
collection E at 25'C) pH (*F) (SiOa) (Ca) (Mg) (Na) (K) (HCO) (COg) (804) (Cl) (F) (NOs) (Fe) 180SC lated sium ate or E
DESOTO COUNTY .
Floridan Aquifer
270312N0820244.1 10-04-62 9 1480 7.5 80 - - - - - 162 0 206 292 - - - 980 - 475 342 5 1
2 'o0332N081473.1 10-04-62 9 772 8.0 82 - - - - - 144 0 162 82 1.0 607 - 306 188 5 1
" ,70347N0816783.1 01-30-63 9 A760 - 80 - 16 37 - - 124 0 19 160 .8 -- .20 53 - 192 90 5 6
r."27042NS0814749.1 06-19-62 9 605 7.8 81 - -- -- - - . 194 0 56 60 -- A420 - 218 59 - 1 .
','270442N08l4943.1 04-29-63 9 981 8.1 s6 - 69 34 - - 188 0 148 106 - - .06 A710 - 314 172 a 6
';270540H0815737.1 08-05-64 9 1000 7.7 85 - 90 45 - - 183 0 257 117 1.6 - .06 A720 - 406 256 3 6
-':706570816439,1 07-08-64 9 788 7.5 81 - 119 13 - - 210 0 173 76 1. -- .05 A550 -- 50 178 5 6
i 70814N014811.1 01-80-54 9 A930 7.3 - - 86 45 - - 178 0 200 71 1.5 - - 675 - 400 -- 5
I 2709110815229.1 01-30-63 9 A1300 7.6 - - 106 55 -- - 168 0 201 8 1.7 - .30 958 - 494 -- 3
,;•,70981010815228.1 07-01-64 9 1165 7.4 87 - 120 53 - 159 0 385 108 1.4 - ,10 A850 - 20 390 5 6
71 N08l5521.1 06-27-64 9 900 7.8 - - 123 55 - - 185 0 390 56 1.8 - .23 A640 - 534 382 5 6
9."'9071219814017.1 08-10-50 1 941 7.4 80 - 101 46 23 - 176 0 270 45 1.4 - .08 800 574 442 - 53
271240N0815358.1 06-25-64 9 530 7.2 79 - 52 31 - - 260 0 10 56 2.2 - .08 A350 - 258 45 10 6
: 712580815358.1 06-25-64 9 590 7.5 - - 57 30 - - 295 0 11 47 2.0 - .05 A400 - 266 24 15 6
271808N0815225.1 12-29-64 9 630 7.6 - - 64 39 - - 227 0 140 36 2.0 -- .10 A430 - 320 134 2 6
S 271308N0815228.1 10-12-64 9 690 7.5 78 - 76 41 - - 220 0 195 34 1.8 - .06 A480 - 366 186 5 6
9i'271310NO815224.1 02-26-64 4 960 8.0 80 29 111 59 20 4.0 186 0 348 27 2.0 ,1 - - 692 520 368 5 1 Q
271314N0814459.1 07-09-64 1 871 7.6 89 - 98 44 - - 159 0 325 34 1.2 - .05 A620 - 428 298 5 6
7183N0819il13.1 09-03-64 1 530 7.9 78 - 50 25 - - 242 0 25 43 1.9 - .18 A50 -- 228 30 5 6
'"271406N0Op;4920.1 06-19-64 1 700 7.3 - - 100 40 - - 178 0 353 20 - - .16 A490 - 468 322 5 6
S271437N08 14951.1 01-22-65 1 670 7.5 79 - 61 32 - - 220 0 58 84 1.8 - .05 A460 - 251 71 06 1927143808151381, 07-09-64 1 1209 7.5 83 - 176 82 - - 156 0 653' 19 1.7 -- .05 A900 - 774 646 8 6
,'71550'10814252.1 01-30-63 1 700 7.6 78 - 58 29 - - 190 0 71 49 1.1 - .30 495 - 268 -- 5 3
1271626N0814712.1 06-25-64 1 675 7.5 84 - 84 48 - - 190 0 285 20 1.5 - .23 A460 - 404 248 5 6
'7117N0l152s26.1 06-25-64 1 1230 7.4 18 87 - - 16 0 615 19 1.8 - .10 A910 -- 830 702 56
271724Ns815227.1 06-25-64 1 930 7.3 83 156 67 -- - 159 0 530 20 1.6 - .08 670 - 866 536 5 6
A Approximat~d computed from specific conductanae - total dissolved solids relation curve (see Figure 4).
; 
-
Table 8,-CheMtcal Analymse and Temperature of Oround Water--Continubd )
00
(Note: Type-l, pumped; 4, Collooted from Spigot) 9, Flowing well.
Source i U,. oloo•l sl Burvey; 3, FlorCds State Board
o Healthl 6, Privytei 7, Educational)
Chemioal analyses, in parts per million, except specific conductanoe, pH, and color
Specific Disolved Hardness I
oonduct- solids 0
T ance Tea- Nag- Po- Car- Non- U
Well Date Y (miro- per- Cal- ne- tam- alcr- bon- Chlo- Fluo- Ni- Residue Cal- Caloium, car- R
aumber of P aho ature Silica cium slum Sodiuma slu bonats ate Sulftte ride ride trate Iron at ou- mane- bon.. Col- C
collection 8 it 2S'C) pH (*F) (iOO) (CI) (Mg) (NA) (K) (HCOI) (CO) (804) (Cl) (F) (NO,) (Fe) 1800C lated mum ate or N
HARDEn COUNTY
i' '.Floridan Aquifer
.ISMO00.475.I 01-9-e65 A790 7.5 50 - 78 0 -- - 180 0 172 3 1,1 -- 10 581 - 346 - 5
:.714450830153.1 01-80-63 1 A770 7.8 78 75 -- - 183 0 119 30 1.0 - ,01 546 - 326 - 5 3
.i 187173 0814135.1 10-04-0 -- 445 7.7 83 15 55 20 7.2 1.8 142 0 96 16 .8 .0 -- 297 282 20 103 5 17:39431084749.1 08-30-5.. 1 683 7.3 78 - s 46 188 0 242 18 1.4 - - 65 - 404 -
Ar •91952NOO I461S3,. 10-04- 8 619 8.0 77 18 78 39 10 2.0 160 0 172 13 .9 0 - 429 402 314 183 5 1S 2731 q8.a637.1 10-94-68 9 238 7.7 78 12 35 10 4.7 1.2 105 0 20 7 .4 .0 -- 16 132 104 18 5 1
i732•5008•1480.1 07-30-83 1 700 7.8 85 16 87 37 11 - 148 -- 47 10 .3 3.2 .04 498 485 368 247 10 6
67364M082O4811.1 05-10-62 1 600 7.9 76 18 66 29 8.3 3.0 152 0 155 10 .7 ,0 .03 392 364 282 158 0 1
S73S41X308S03950.1 09-11-63 - 345 7.8 - 0 39 20 7.0 1.1 220 0 .8 5 .7 .1 -- 214 202 180 0 18,73434•i 083719.1 01-30-63 1 A205 7.9 80 - 20 11 - - 88 0 10 10 .4 .00 157 - 96 -- 3
S73B3000X 006039,l 01-30-63 1 A460 7.3 77 - 45 17 - - 180 0 24 20 1.2 - . 00 09 - 164 -- 
3
S3273S84OU.4647.1 01-29-03 1 A840 7.6 82 - 92 37 - - 180 0 172 17 1.1 -- ,05 600 - 382 -- 5
" ,; i :' ' : MANATEE COUNTY
"' Floridan Aquifer
,278l•.6S20348.1j 089-17-6s 1 720 7.6 77 52 90 35 23 2.8 200 - 162 20 3.0 .1 .09 514 816 308 155 5 1
27305410806•017.1 09-18-e6 1 386 7.3 77 22 42 18 10 .9 226 - 0 11 .7 .1 .00 206 216 180 0 20 1
'27' 0K08205•.1 09 -11-03' 1 403 7.8 79 32 54 20 20 2.0 196 0 63 19 2.0 .1 .47 302 309 216 56 5 1
1
,'Alpbroximate; computed from specific conductance - total dissolved solids relation curve (see figure 4).
L-:
--- .·~-··--:··I · ·I- ·
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Table 3, Well Number * Well Location Key
Well Well Well
number Location number Location number Location
A Z " A 0 UinV4 q
CHARLOTTE COUNTY
264626N0820218.1 42 23 31 SE SE 265513N0814758.1 41 25 10 SE NW 265805N0820358.1 40 22 25 NW SE
264639N0820218.1 42 23 31 NE SE 265521N0815816.1 41 23 12 SW NW 265814N0815838.1 40 23 26 NE SE
264718N0820218.1 42 23 30 SE SE 265534N0820251.1 41 23 7 NW SE 265828N0815747.1 40 23 25 NE NE
,;64811N0815158.1 42 24 24 SE NW 265552N0820223.1 41 23 8 NW NW 265829N0815722.1 40 24 30 NW NW
26491880820118.1 42 23 17 NE SE 265558N0814608.1 41 25 1 SE SW 265831N0815722.1 40 24 30 NW NW
264923N0820137.1 42 23 17 NE SW 265602N0820259.1 41 23 6 SW SE 265833N0815302.1 40 24 23 SW SE
265020N0815851.1 42 23 11 NE SW 265613N0821745.1 41 20 3 SE NW 265837N0815627.1 40 24 19 SE SE
26505010820044.1 42 23 4 SE SW 265618N08154401 41 24 4 SE NE 265838N0815612.1 40 24 20 SW SE
265117N0820117.1 42 23 5 NE SE 265621N0821212.1 41 21 3 NW SW 265842N0814148.1 40 26 22 SE NE
265227N0814310.1 41 26 28 SW SE 265623N0820237.1 41 23 6 NE SW 265919N0815402.1 40 24 22 NW NE
265247N0815826.1 41 23 26 SE NE 265647N0815846.1 41 23 2 NE.NW 265922N0814148.1 40 26 15 SE SE
265258N0820110.1 41 23 28 NW SW 265648N0814752.1 40 25 34 SE SE 265932N0815432.1 40 24 16 SE SE
265301N0820058.1 41 23 28 NW SE 265648N0815147.1 40 24 36 SE SE 265958N0814247.1 40 26 16 NE SE
265307N0814532.1 41 26 30 NW NW 265649N0815651.1 40 24 31 SE SW 270031N0814539.1 40 25 12 SE NE
265308N0820121.1 41 23 28 NW NW 265650N0815544.1 40 24 32 SE SW 270048N0820847.1 40 22 7 NE SW
265313N0820044.1 41 23 28 NE NW 265650N0815838.1 40 23 35 SE SE 270106N0821034.1 40 21 2 SE SE
265343N0815925.1 41 23 22 SE SE 265651N0815919.1 40 23 35 SW SE 270107N0814258.1 40 26 4 SE SE
265407N0820110.1 41 23 21 NW NW 265657N0815551.1 40 24 32 SE SW 270138N0821145.1 40 21 3 NE SW
265415N0820023.1 41 23 16 SE SE 265658N0814957.1 40 25 32 SE SW
265418N0820130.1 41 23 17 SE SE 265701N0820046.1 40 23 33 SE SE
265438N0820257.1 41 23 18 NW SE 265724N0820347.1 40 22 36 NE NW
26544810820148.1 41 23 17 NE NW 265732N0814746.1 40 25 33 NE NE
265451N0815959.1 41 23 15 NW NE 265744N0820411.1 40-22 25 SW NW
26550910820213.1 41 23 8 SW SW 265803N0815822.1 40 23 25 SW NW
Table 3. Well Number - Well Location Key--Continued
Well Well Well
number Location number Location number Location
270332817331 39 25 26 S 271158168
1 38 25 2 SE SE 271550N081252 37 26 16 NN
S 3 5 N 21 38 25 4 E
2701208179 39 25 22 SE 271207N0815711. 38 24 W SE 27130815059.1 37 25 7 N
DESOTO COUNTY ..
40 * *V
270312N0820244.1 39 23 30 SE NE 271113N0815521.1 38 24 9 SW NW 271437N0814951.1 37 25 20 SE NW
27033060815429.1 39 24 27 NW SW 27112610815712.1 38 24 7 NW SE 27143810815138.1 37 24 24 NE SE
27033270814733.1 39 25 26 NW SW 271145N0814648.1 38 25 2 SE SE 271551N0814252.1 37 26 16 NE NE
270347N0815732.1 39 23 25 NE NE 271156N0814839.1 38 25 4 SE NE 27161830815905.1 37 23 11 N SE W
27041310820136.1 39 23 20 NE SE 271202N0815405.1 38 24 3 NW SE 271626N0814712.1 37 25 11 SW N
270412N0814749.1 39 25 22 SE NE 271207N0815711.1 38 24 6 NW SE 271643N0815059.1 37 25 7 NE N S
27044280814943.1 39 25 17 SE SE 271208N0820253.1 38 23 6 NE SW 271659N0815034.1 37 25 6 E SE C
270540N0815737.1 39 23 12 SE SE 271216N0820042.1 38 23 4 NE NE 271708N0815052.1 37 25 6 SE NW
27096570815439.1 39 24 4 NE SE 271219N0814017.1 38 26 1 NW NE 2717170815226.1 37 24 1 NW SW
270144N0815030.1 38 25 32 NW SW 271228N0814008.1 38 26 1 NE NW 27171810815032.1 37 25 6 SE NE
270759N0815024.1 38 25 32 NW NE 271233N0814509.1 37 26 31 SW SE 271723815156.1 37 24 1 N NW
270803N0815842.1 38 23 26 SE SE 27124010815358.1 37 24 34 SE NW 271724N0815227.1 37 24 1 W NW
270810N0814812.1 38 25 27 SW SE 271246N0814322.1 37 26 33 SW NE 271834N0815304.1 36 24 26 SW SE
270811N0814811.1 38 25 27 SW SE 271258N0815358.1 37 24 34 NE SW 272012N0814823.1 36 25 22 NW NW
2708141N0814811.1 38 25 27 SW SE 271307N10815226.1 37 24 36 NW NW 27201310815759.1 36 23 24 NW' NE
270848N0814845.1 38 25 28 NE NE 271308N0815225.1 37 24 36 NW NW
27091110815229.1 38 24 24 SW SW 271308N0815228.1 37 24 36 NW NW
27093210815040.1 38 25 19 SE SE 271310N0815224.1 37 24 36 NW NW
270921N0815224.1 38 24 24 SW NW 271314N0814459.1 37 26 31 NE NW
270921N0815228.1 38 24 24 SW NW 271317N0815359.1 37 24 27 SE SW
270922N0815257.1 38 24 23 SE NW 271333N0815213.1 37 24 25 SW NE
270928N0815237.1 38 24 23 NE SE 271356N0814532.1 37 26 30 NW SW
27093210815040.1 38 25 19 NE SE 271406N10814920.1 37 25 28 NW NW
271102140815208.1 38 24 12 SW NE 271431N0815414.1 37 24 22 NW SE w
»-t
Tabhl J, Wull NuIbur . Wall Location Key--Coantnuue
WeII WrII Wll
number Location nuimber Location number Location
IIAJII)NE COUNTY
4096 W 0 U .0ai 1 & -ASa 2 a" 0 a 44
D DU  UNTY
272309N0815608.1 J5 2J 36 . * NE 2731(UjNIHI'Ji37.1 34 27 15 SW SW 273703N0815310.1 33 24 11 SW BE
272335N0814755.1 35 25 34 N SW 27312C,%0 1'5219,1 '14 24 13 SW NW 273737N0815158.1 33 24 12 NE SW
272344N0813718.1 35 27 J3 NW NI 27JI22Nj1Gal'42. 1 34 26 17 NW SW 27382010814348.1 33 26 5 NE SE
272347N0820247.1 J5 23 31 NE NW 273156U814-l'•: . 1 34 26 7 SW SE 273821N0814937.1 33 25 5 NE SE
272349N0814744.1 35 25 34 NE NE 27'J2C'5NCG8.L1'': . I 34 26 9 SW NW 273823N0814240.1 33 26 3 NW SW
272355N0820215.1 35 23 29 SW SW 27322UNOl84932.1 J4 25 9 NW SW 273823N0814924.1 33 25 4 NW SW
272412N0815742.1 35 2J 25 NE SW 27 )21;":H14 7.1 34 26 8 NE NW 273823N0814925.1 33 25 4 NW SW
272433N0815520.1 J5 24 28 NW NW 2732'25(,lb I ,H(i8. 1 34 25 3 SW SE 273828N0815020.1 33 25 5 NW SW
272434N0814707.1 35 25 26 NW NE 27125245081;028.1 J4 26 1 SW SE 273834N0814647.1 33 25 2 NE NE
'272441N0814726.1 35 25 26 NW NW 27325.••8148J•,. I 34 25 3 SW NE
272442N0820152.1 35 23 20 SW SE 27 254X0814811.1 34 25 3 SW NE
272458K0820302.1 35 23 19 SW NE 27J337?N0813J 33.1 33 27 31 SW SW
272503NO815456.1 35 24 21 N• SW 27J346N0b81JKO&l;. 33 27 32 SW NW
27255110820156.1 35 23 17 SW NE 273346Na0•i447.1 33 25 33 SE NE
272557N0815352.1 35 24 15 NE SW 273411:..020250.1 33 23 31 NW NE
272701N0813949.1 35 20 12 NE SE 27J42L1;h13J.'14.1 33 27 34 NE NW
272703N0814808.1 35 25 10 NW SE 2734314N0I813719. 33 27 26 SW SE
272724N0814739.1 35 25 :1 SE SE 27353GN0820053.1 33 23 21 SW NE MANATEE COUNTY
27273910814235.1 35 26 3 SW NW 273538N0815115.1 34 25 19 SW NE
27284110813617.1 ,4 27 34 SE NW 273545NO815702.1 33 24 19 NW SE
272917N0820210.1 34 23 29 SW SW 27354780815'14.1 33 24 20 NW SW
272932N0814533.1 34 25 25 SW NW 273548N0813601.1 33 24 20 NW SE 272829N0820353.1 34 22 36 SE -
272935N0814113.1 34 26 26 SW NE 273603N081522'.1 33 24 24 NW NW 273054N0820617.1 34 22 10 SW SW
272939N0814535.1 34 26 30 NW SW 273610N0814912.1 33 25 16 SW SE 273306N0820351.1 34 22 1 NW SE
272942N0814749.1 34 25 27 NE SE 273614N0814852.1 33 25 16 SE SW
272952N0814816.1 34 25 27 NW NE 273618N0815028.1 33 25 17 SW SW
27300810815013.1 34 25 20 SW SE 273620N0815838.1 33 23 14 SE NE
273020f0814910.1 34 25 21 SW NE 27J622N0814909.1 33,25 16 SW NE
2730280N81522B.1 34 24 24 NW SW 273622N0814925.1 33 25 16 SW NW
273040NOB154L9.1. 34 24 22 NK NW 273638N0814864.1 33 26 13 NW SW
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24 DIVISION OF GEOLOGY
Table 4. Changes in Static Water Level, Yield, Temperature, and
Sulfate Content with Well Depth in Southwestern DeSoto County.
Drilling Static Water Flowing Water Sulfate
Depth (feet) Level (feet) Yield (gpm) Temperature (OF) (ppm)
235 - - - 65
290 +3.6 440 78 150
335 - - - 195
380 - - - 195
404 +8.0 550 79 195
510 +8.4 600 79.5 210
640 +12.4 - 79 230
825 - 830 - 255
925 +14.0 1,030 84.5 270
1,000 +14.6 1,130 85 258
WELL NUMBER: 270540N0815737.1
WELL LOCATION: T39S, R23E, Section 12, SEk of the SEk.
Land Surface Altitude: 37 feet above mean sea level
Driller: V. W. "Bill" Athey, Wauchula, Florida
Well Depth: 1,000 feet
Well Casing: 75 feet of 10" casing
Well drilled during June - August, 1964
Drilling depths and static water levels are measured above (+) or
below land surface.
Water levels, yields, and temperatures were measured by M. Kaufman
during drilling.
Sulfate analyses were made by Black, Crow, and Eidsness, Inc., and
furnished courtesy of Dr. J. I. Garcia-Bengochea.
